ABSTRACT

This thesis entitled "The Practice of Sale and Purchase of Results of Earth Tauke and Owners of Ground Results in Baso Agam Market Viewed from Islamic Business Ethics". Compiled by MUHAMMAD ALI AKBAR NIM 1313030546 at the Faculty of Sharia Law Department of Islamic Law of the State Islamic University Imam Bonjol Padang. Background by the practice of buying and selling crops in the market of Baso Agam with the tauke and the owner of the earth, where the tauke in the market Baso is looking for the owner of the earth to be sold by the results of the landowner is very detrimental to the owner of the land. In the bargaining system the tauke party is looking for a big profit by playing with the price. The price is in search by tauke cheap price and good quality, because that's the main purpose of the tauke, the tauke will sell it again. How to get cheap goods by lowering the goods of landowners and tauke service system in Baso market is not good with the owner of the crop. Based on the background of the problem arises the main problem to be examined in this thesis is how the practice of buying and selling of crops tauke and the owner of the earth in the market Baso Agam in terms of Islamic business ethics. To answer these questions, the authors do field research research is field research with interview techniques are interviews that the authors do with people who make transactions in the sale and purchase of agricultural products in the market Baso Agam. To support this research the authors use qualitative descriptive analysis techniques that describe a state and analyze it to get a conclusion. Based on the data analysis obtained about the practice of buying and selling of crops tauke looking for merchandises and waiting for the villagers who bring the produce to the market Baso. Where the tauke find good quality goods and cheap from the owner of the earth. While the behavior of tauke in bargaining to the landlord is not very good, so the owner of the earth is very in disadvantage over the behavior of the tauke. They perform the act of playing cheap prices in bargaining by lowering the quality of the produce, like to lie to the market, they offer goods that other people bargain and find fault with the time system.